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On August 6th, 1996 Professor Ernest Jucovi�c celebrated his 70th birthday. He was born

in Liptovsk�y Hr�adok. Prof. Jucovi�c graduated from the Faculty of Education of Charles

University in Prague (1946 - 1950). After teaching for one year at a secondary school and

working for two years in a publishing house he continued his teaching career at the High

Pedagogical School (later Faculty of Education of the �Saf�arik University) in Pre�sov. Since

1966 until his retirement he was a Lecturer and later a Professor at the Faculty of Natural

Sciences in Ko�sice. He obtained his Associate Prof. (Docent) degree from the Technical

University in Ko�sice (1961), his DrSc. (Doctor of Sciences) in 1974 and became Professor

in 1977.

His main scienti�c interest is in combinatorial geometry and related mathematical areas.

He achieved many interesting results on the metric and combinatorial properties of convex

polytopes and he studied relations within convex polytopes and between them and related

spherical shells. Two of his works are about non-inscribable polytopes. He was later

interested in those types of polytopes whose all vertices can lay on a spherical shell. Self-

dual polytopes represent a special �eld of his interest. In [27] he analyzed the minimal

length of a maximal cycle in the graph of convex polytopes with faces of the same type.

In papers [17], [21] and [32] he has been dealing with colouring problems in combinatorial

structures.

We mention in more detail a topic which was, due to his impulse, intensively studied

in Ko�sice, and which received a good international response. Let pk(M) or vk(M) denote

the number of faces or vertices of a decompositionM of an orientable 2-manifold of genus

g which are incident with exactly k edges. Give neccesary and su�cient conditions for a

pair of sequences p = fpkj3 � kg and v = fvkj3 � kg of non-negative integers for which

there exists a decompositionM such that pk(M) = pk and vk(M) = vk for all k. Sequence

p is called the face-vector and sequence v the vertex-vector of M. (Note that, for g = 0, by

Steinitz's theorem, M is combinatorially isomorphic to a 3-dimensional convex polytope if

and only if the graph of M is 3-connected.) From Euler's formula the following conditions

for the face-vector and vertex-vector of M can be derived

X

3�k

(6� k)pk(M) + 2
X

3�k

(3 � k)vk(M) = 12(1� g) (1)

X

3�k

(4� k)(pk(M) + vk(M)) = 8(1 � g) (2)
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Conditions (1) or (2) do not impose restrictions on the numbers p6(M) and v3(M) or

p4(M) and v4(M), respectively. In 1891, a German mathematician Victor Eberhard

proved: If a sequence p = fpkj3 � k 6= 6g of non-negative integers satis�es the con-

dition
P

3�k(6� k)pk = 12, then there is at least one value p6 such that there exists a

convex polytope M having every vertex of degree 3 and pk(M) = pk, for all k � 3. A

similar result for 4-valent polytopes has been proved by Branko Gr�unbaum in 1967. These

two results appear to be the �rst step for solving the following problem: Characterize

the face-vectors and vertex-vectors of the decompositions of closed orientable 2-manifolds

of genus g. Prof. Jucovi�c published a number of papers on the neccesary and su�cient,

or only su�cient conditions for the existence of a pair of numbers (p6; v3) (or (p4; v4))

such that given sequences of non-negative integers p = fpkj3 � k 6= 6g and v = fvkj4 � kg
with p6; v3 (or p = fpkj3 � k 6= 4g and v = fvkj3 � k 6= 4g with p4; v4, respectively) are

the face-vector and vertex-vector of some decomposition. He published the �rst de�nitive

results about the decomposition of surfaces of genus g � 1. In the proof new methods

and constructions di�erent from planar case have been used. More information can be

found in the monograph Convex Polytopes [49]. Another study the decompositions can be

found in [36] and [38]. In the �rst of them the existence of nearly regular decomposition

with at most two exceptional cells (vertices or faces) was studied. In the second one he

investigated planar decompositions with the constant sum of vertices incident with every

edge.

Prof. Jucovi�c was also active in pure geometry - he wrote papers on coverings and

packings inspired by the Hungarian geometrical school and in particular by L. Fejes-T�oth.

In [39] necessary and su�cient conditions for the existence of packing of domains in the

Euclidean plane are given.

Prof. Jucovi�c achieved several fundamental results in his work, he elaborated construc-

tions, solved famous problems, formulated new problems and showed solutions of some

of them. His results are frequently cited, e.g. the monographs of B. Gr�unbaum, C. Berge

and others. A name the co-authors of some of his works are B. Gr�unbaum, D. Barnette,

J.W. Moon.

After having arrived to Ko�sice Prof. Jucovi�c created a combinatorial seminar, which

became famous in Slovakia and abroad. He attracted and stimulated a remarkable number

of young people whom he helped a great deal in their scienti�c growth.

Prof. Jucovi�c is not only a scientist - he also dealt with the questions of mathematics ed-

ucation; published a considerable number of expert papers and is a co-author of acclaimed

text-books on geometry and methodology.

As a researcher and excellent organiser of research life Prof. Jucovi�c is known for his

great enthusiasm, high demands, punctuality as well as deeply human approach towards

students and subordinates. Also on this �eld his work shows traces of the strength with

which he pursues his goal.

Upon the occasion of his seventies we all wish Prof. Jucovi�c a good health and happiness

in his life.

Remark. Prof. Jucovi�c died in October 21, 1998.
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List of publications by Professor Ernest Jucovi�c

Scienti�c papers

[1] Niektor�e vlastnosti ortocentier a t'a�z��sk dvoch trojuholn��kov vp��san�ych do tej istej

kru�znice, In: Sborn��k pr�ac Vy�s�sej pedagogickej �skoly v Pre�sove 1959, 152{157.

[2] Umiestnenie 17, 25 a 33 bodov na guli, Matematicko-fyzik�alny �casopis 9(1959),

173{176.

[3] Niektor�e pokrytia gul'ovej plochy zhodn�ymi kruhmi, Mat.-fyz. �casopis 10(1960),

99{104.

[4] Samosoprja�zennyje K-poliedry, Mat.-fyz. �casopis 12(1962), 1{22.

[5] O niektor�ych vlastnostiach hr�an autokonjugovan�eho K-poly�edra, Mat.-fyz. �casopis

12 (1962), 203{208.

[6] K dvom probl�emom diskr�etnej geometrie kruhov, In: Sborn��k pr�ac Pre�sovsk�eho a

Ko�sick�eho pedagogick�eho in�stit�utu 1963.

[7] Zametki o rebrach K-poliedra, Mat.-fyz. �casopis 14(1964), 3{5.

[8] The maximum diameter of a convex polyhedron (cooperation with J.W. Moon),

Math. Mag. 38(1965), 31{32.

[9] O mnohostenoch bez op��sanej gul'ovej plochy I, Mat.-fyz. �casopis 15(1965), 90{94.

[10] �Uber die minimale Dicke einer k-fachen Kreiswolke, Ann. Univ. Sc. Budapest,

Sectio math. 9(1966), 143{146.

[11] O mnohostenoch bez op��sanej gul'ovej plochy II, Mat.-fyz. �casopis 16(1966),

226{234.

[12] Eine Bemerkung zur �Uberdeckung der Ebene durch inkongruente Kreise (J. Le�so),

Mat.-fyz. �casopis 16(1966), 224{228.

[13] Bemerkung zu einem Satz von E. Steinitz, Elemente d. Math. 22(1967), 39.

[14] Beitrag zur kombinatorischen Inzidengeometrie, Acta Math. Hung. 18(1967),

255{259.

[15] Pozn�amka o cest�ach v �stvoruholn��kov�ych poly�edrick�ych grafoch, �Casopis pro p�esto-

v�an�� matematiky 93(1968), 69{73.

[16] On polyhedral realizability of centain sequences, Canad. Math. Bull. 12(1969),

31{39.

[17] On a problem in map colouring, Mat.-fyz. �casopis 19(1969), 225{227.

[18] Raumanspr�uchliche Kreispackungen in der euklidischen Ebene, Mat.-fyz. �casopis

20(1970), 3{10.

[19] Hamiltonian circuits on 3-polytopes (D. Barnette), J. Comb. Theory 9(1970),

54{59.

[20] Characterization of the p-vector of a self-dual 3-polytope, In: Comb. structures

and their applicat., Gordon and Breach 1970, 185{187.

[21] Colouring the edges of a multigraph (J. Fiam�c��k), Archiv d. Math. 21(1970),

446{448.

[22] On the number of hexagons in a map, J. Comb. Theory 10(1970), 232{236.

[23] Toroidal maps with prescribed types of vertices and faces (D. Barnette, M. Tren-

kler), Mathematika (London) 18(1971), 82{90.
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[24] On a conjecture of B. Gr�unbaum (S. Jendrol'), Discrete Math. 2(1972), 35{49.

[25] On the toroidal analogue of Eberhard's theorem (S. Jendrol'), Proc. London Math.

Soc. 25 (1972), 385{398.

[26] On 4-valent graphs imbedded in orientable 2-manifolds (M. Trenkler), Studia

Scien. Math. Hungarica 7(1972), 225{232.

[27] �Uber l�angste Kreise in �achen-regul�aren Polyedergraphen (H.-J. Walther), Mat.

�casopis, 23(1973), 164{169.

[28] Analogues of Eberhard's theorem for 4-valent 3-polytopes with involutory auto-

morphisms, Discrete Math. 6(1973), 249{254.

[29] A theorem on the structure of cell-decompositions of orientable 2-manifords (M.

Trenkler), Mathematika (London) 20(1973), 63{82.

[30] On the face-vector of a 4-valent 3-polytope, Studia Scien. Math. Hungarica

8(1973), 53{57.

[31] On non-inscribable polytopes (B. G�unbaum), Czechoslovak Math. Journal 24

(1974), 424{429.

[32] On chromatic and achromatic numbers of uniform hypergraphs (F. Olejn��k), �Ca-

sopis pro p�estov�an�� matematiky 99(1974), 123{130.

[33] Strengthening of a theorem about 3-polytopes, Geometriae Dedicata 3(1974),

233{237.

[34] On face-vectors and vertex-vectors of cell-decompositions of orientable 2-mani-

folds, Math. Nachrichten 72(1976), 286{295.

[35] Generalization of a theorem by V. Eberhard (S. Jendrol'), Math. Slovaca 27(1977),

383-407.

[36] Nearly regular cell-decompositions of orientable 2-manifolds with at most two ex-

ceptional cells (M. Hor�n�ak), Math. Slovaca 27(1977), 73{89.

[37] On polyhedral surfaces which are not inscribable in spherical shells, In: Probl�emes

combinatoires et th�eorie des graphes, Editions CNRS, Paris 1978, 251{253.

[38] On face-vectors of maps with constant weight of edges (S. Jendrol'), Studia Scien.

Math. Hungarica 17(1982), 159{175.

[39] On packings of circular discs in the euclidean plane with prescribed neighbourhood

(S. �Sevec), Coll. Math. Soc. J. Bolyai 48 Intuitive Geometry, Si�ofok 1985, 289{

297.

[40] On generalized neighbour packings of domains in the euclidean plane (S. �Sevec),

Studia Scien Math. Hungarica 21(1986), 347{358.

[41] On quadrangular convex 3-polytopes with at most two types of edges (S. Jendrol'),

Discrete Math. 78(1989), 297{305.

[42] Vertex-vectors of quadrangular 3-polytopes with two types of edges (S. Jendrol' and

M. Trenkler), In: Combinatorics and graph theory, Banach Center Publications,

vol. 25(1989), 93{111.

[43] Note on inscribability of quadrangular polyhedra with restricted number of edge-

types (S. �Sevec), Journal of Geometry 42(1991), 126{131.

[44] Some constructions of polyhedra of inscribable type (S. �Sevec and M. Trenkler),

Math. Slovaca. (1996) (To appear.)
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Books, textbooks and other publications

[45] Zbierka �uloh z planimetrie (J. Filip), SPN Praha and SPN Bratislava (2 Czech, 8

Slovak, Hungarian and Ukrainian editions) (since 1958).

[46] Geometria I. pre pedagogick�e fakulty (J. Vy�s��n, J. K�ust and I. Rohl���ckov�a), SPN

Praha 1965.

[47] Geometria II. pre pedagogick�e fakulty (J. Vy�s��n, J. K�ust, I. Rohl���ckov�a and V. Ma-

ch�a�cek), SPN Bratislava 1966, 1970.

[48] Kapitoly z te�orie vyu�covania matematiky (L. Frant��kov�a and K. Hon�carivov�a),

U�cebn�e texty pre postgradu�alne �st�udium profesorov, Alfa, Bratislava 1974.

[49] Konvexn�e mnohosteny, Veda, Bratislava 1981.

[50] O jednej skupine �uloh na zostrojenie trojuholn��ka, Matematika v �skole 5(1955),

163{176.

[51] Niekol'ko pozn�amok k preberaniu mno�z��n bodov dan�ych vlastnost��, Matematika

v �skole 5(1955), 279{283.

[52] Pou�zitie rovnol'ahlosti pri rie�sen�� kon�struk�cn�ych �uloh, Matematika v �skole 6(1956),

212{220.

[53] O prvej slovenskej matematickej pr��ru�cke, In: Na�sa veda IV. (1957), 565{566.

[54] K n�avrhu slovenskej matematickej terminol�ogie, Matematika v �skole 8(1958),

358{361.

[55] Le�s�akova slovensk�a matematick�a pr��ru�cka, Matematika v �skole 9(1959), 107{110.

[56] Ako zaclonit' svietiacu gul'u gul'ami ?, Matematika v �skole XIV (1963-64), 435{436.

[57] Dva trojuholn��ky vp��san�e do tej istej kru�znice, Rozhledy matematicko-fyzik�aln��

47(1968-69), 353{356.

[58] Z kombinatorickej geometrie mnohostenov, Pokroky matematiky, fyziky a as-

tronomie 17(1972), 24{29.

[59] Pozn�amky k 3. �casti 18. Hilbertovho probl�emu, Pokroky mat., fyz. a astronomie

21(1976), 335{338.
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